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Poll
What CI server are you using?



Open Source

Build Automation

Gradle Products

Commercial Product (on-premises)

Development Productivity



Make and keep builds fast - recapture millions 
of dollars in developer productivity

Improve reliability - get the data to quickly 
find and fix build reliability issues  

Accelerate debugging - developers fix build 
issues faster without calling the build team  

 Apache Maven Build Tool

Gradle Enterprise Benefits



What is Gradle Enterprise



Selected Gradle Enterprise customers



Poll
What build tool are you using?



Engineering organizations face low productivity

● Inefficient root cause failures analysis and resolution

● Slow & unreliable feedback cycles for developers when making changes to the codebase

● Lack of knowledge how software is built in the organization

→ Applies to both CI and local building of software



Quotes from frustrated customers

It takes about a week from the time I push a change to a branch of our Git repository to when this 
change actually gets merged to master.

Our developers push their changes to the repository only once or twice a day. We don’t know exactly 
why this is the case, whether they experience flaky tests, slow builds, or if it is something else.

There seems to be a problem with CI. When we check out the repository on CI, the checkout portion 
hangs at ~8%.

No, we don’t have a build problem. Our builds only take 50 minutes to run.



Common CI setup

● Slow and unreliable builds and build pipelines

○ Running with clean on each invocation

○ No parallelization on any level

○ Non-safe sharing of resources

● Slow environment

○ Disk I/O

○ Networking

○ External components (Binary repositories, VCS, test resources)

● Rigid CI setup

○ Static allocation of agents



Common patterns scaling Jenkins
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Containers, VMs, bare metal ...

Common Jenkins architecture



DEMO



Effects of slow feedback cycle

Slow Build Times

Developers do not 
run build locally but 
rely on CI to verify 
changes

Developers 
accumulate more 
changes before 
pushing changes to 
CI

More runs on CI 
happen

More reruns on 
CI required until 
changes are 
sound

Harder to bisect 
changes to find 
the bad commit

Slower failure 
resolution

More CI resources  and 
more engineering time 
required per delivered 
feature

Longer CI runs

!



Poll
What are your current build 
pain points?



Goal

● Fast and reliable feedback when changes are built on CI

○ Fast and reliable Maven or Gradle builds (requires  Gradle Enterprise)

○ Fast and reliable CI environment (requires CloudBees Core)

● Quick failure resolution

○ Understanding what has happened (requires Gradle Enterprise and/or CloudBees Core)



Gradle Enterprise elevates developer productivity

● Deep insights into what happened when the software is built

● Acceleration of the actual building of the software

● Aggregate information on how the software is built in the company over time



Gradle Enterprise build scans

Capture data about what happens in your build to make informed decision on what to improve

Collaborate with colleagues efficiently



When inputs have not changed, outputs can be reused from a previous run on the same or different machine

Inputs ● Gradle Task
● Maven Goal Execution

Outputs

Gradle Enterprise build caching



Gradle Compile/Maven Compile Gradle Test/Maven Surefire

● Source files
● Compile classpath
● Java version
● Java compiler configuration
● ...

● Test source files
● Test classpath
● Test JVM configuration
● ...

Gradle Enterprise build caching

Caching is a generic feature and applies to all tasks/goals:
Compile, Test, Javadoc, Checkstyle, Pmd, source code generation, custom tasks/plugins

For some tasks/goals caching has typically no benefits, e.g. clean, copy, and archive tasks.



Gradle Enterprise build caching

Avoid work that has been done before



Gradle Enterprise distributed test execution

Source: https://gradleinc.wistia.com/medias/vi7tfbwfzs

https://gradleinc.wistia.com/medias/vi7tfbwfzs
https://gradleinc.wistia.com/medias/vi7tfbwfzs


Verified plugins & updates
Enterprise RBAC
Ephemeral agents

Shared agents and cloud management
Templating 

Stability and backup/restore
...

Enterprise Ready

Supporting mainframe to legacy
Pipeline as Code 

Blue Ocean 
Shared libraries
Agent Flexibility

Plugin ecosystem

Power of Jenkins

Traditional On Prem
Cloud Native 

Hybrid environments
Same Jenkins engine

Kubernetes ready

Flexible Deployment

CloudBees Core elevates developer productivity

The Enterprise CI/CD experience for Jenkins



Distributed architecture with central management

Efficient, stable and scalable

Architecture allows to combine the advantages of 

both setups - distributed, but centrally managed. It 

increases stability, gives scalability and relies on 

market best practices.

Flexibility and governance

You decide, monitor and manage all Jenkins instances 

centrally to combine control and freedom. Templates 

can be shared or enforced.

Management at scale

Central cluster operations, plugin management and 

auto-provisioning of new instances are fully 

supported.

Operations
Center

Team1 Team2 Team3 TeamN



Shared 
agents

…
.

Operations 
Center

Master 1

Master 2

Master n

Agent

Agent

Agent

Agent

SSO

Operations Center
“Master of the Masters”

RBAC and access control 
for the cluster

Centralize secure plugin 
management

Cluster operations

Teams/master scalability 
and agents management

Shared agents

CloudBees Core architecture



Hybrid scalable CI/CD

Operations
Center

Master Master Master... Master

Multi-Cloud deployment
● K8’s (public or on-prem)
● Traditional cloud
● Containerized

Hybrid environment
● Public cloud
● Private/Hybrid cloud
● Bare-metal or VMs

Highly scalable
● Ephemeral agents
● Fast team on-boarding
● Centralized configuration



DEMO



● Avoid building things unnecessarily

● Make everything in your builds and your pipeline parallelizable

● Keep your external components close to CI

● React dynamically to spikes and waves in build requests

How to make CI feedback cycles fast



How to make CI feedback cycles reliable

● Use fast and solid hardware

● Maximize isolations between builds

● Ensure external components are accessible reliably



How to keep (CI related) costs low

● Understand how the software is built

● Use fast and solid hardware

● Have fast and reliable builds

● Allow developers to quickly verify code changes locally, too 

→ Engineers are your most expensive source of costs – keep them productive and happy



Building, testing, deploying your software with both Gradle Enterprise and CloudBees Core 
highly increases your developer productivity, developer happiness, and 

massively reduces human and hardware costs

https://gradle.com/enterprise
https://www.cloudbees.com/


Developer Productivity Engineering

A thorough investigation on the importance of developer 

productivity can be read in the Developer Productivity 

Engineering book from Gradle.

https://gradle.com/developer-productivity-engineering/
https://gradle.com/developer-productivity-engineering/


Q & A
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